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Sourland Residents and Sourland Stewards
Sourland Stewards provides
experiences, information
and resources around the
following core topics: native
vegetation, avoidance of
pesticides, stream buffers,
water quality and quantity,
creating habitat, protecting
trees and deer management.

The Sourland Conservancy has created
an innovative program for residents
called Sourland Stewards. This program brings materials and experiences
to the doors of Sourland residents to
help them explore connections with nature as informed stewards. The program
offers several ways of learning within a
stewardship community:
• Nature hikes and programs, on stewardship topics, led by inspiring teachers who can help people connect to the natural world
via "bridges" such as birds, pollinators, wildflowers, streams, and
geology. Sourland Stewards Programs will be social, exciting,
fun, and positive, while honestly discussing negative human impacts that can be mitigated.
• Print and online media will offer substantive guidance on the
implementation of stewardship actions. Our acclaimed stewardship guide, Living In The Sourlands, will be revised. Shorter supplemental material on core topics will be created and made
available to participants.
• A Facebook Group for Sourland Stewards provides social opportunities for Sourlands residents to share stories, photos,
thoughts, and questions about stewardship. Social media is moderated by the Stewardship Advisor or informed volunteers who
can answer questions and provide support when needed.
• A Stewardship Resources page contains
some of the best web,
print, and organizational stewardship materials.

Christmas Fern Unfurling
Photo by Jared Rosenbaum

• The Remember The
Rain campaign focuses
on amphibian awareness in the Sourlands.

To participate in the program, write to lcleveland@sourland.org,
sign up during an upcoming event (listed in this issue of Sourland
Journal), or join the Facebook group (send an email request to
lcleveland@sourland.org).
Visit the program page at sourland.org/stewardship to learn more
about Sourland Stewards hikes, programs, resources and more!
Participants will have the opportunity to be recognized as Sourland Stewards and meet, compare notes, and show off their projects on social networks and at special events.
A recognition program with special rewards and incentives for
Sourland Stewards participants who complete stewardship projects is in the works.
Sourland Stewards is a Sourland Conservancy Project being implemented by a committee of Conservancy trustees and volunteers
under the leadership of the program’s Stewardship Advisor, Jared
Rosenbaum of Wild
Ridge Plants.
Sourland Stewards is
partially funded by a
2014 Watershed Institute grant and a
2015
Conserve
Wildlife Matching
Grant.
Fritillary Butterfly on Milkweed
Photo by Jared Rosenbaum

The Sourland Conservancy is a non-profit organization working to protect the ecological
integrity, historic resources, and special character of the Sourland Mountain region.
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Message from the President

COMMENTS

By Joanna Flori
It is a pleasure and a privilege to be serving this great organization and to
be able to leverage the momentum that Cliff has created.
This year we are fortunate to be joined by four exceptional, new trustees:
Jim Amon, Bob Cibulskis, Gery Juleff and Lisa MacCollum. Their bios are
cited later in this Newsletter. We are also joined by Laurie Cleveland, our
new Executive Assistant. You may recognize her from a number of conservation efforts for which she has volunteered.
We have some great projects in 2015, including:
• Working with Jared Rosenbaum to launch our Sourland Stewardship Program (Sourland
Stewards), including guided spring walks, fall Train Station presentations and
publications on conservation, native and invasive plants;
• Introducing a new, monthly series to our eNewsletters, “Seeing the Sourlands”, written
and photographed by Jim Amon (Jim wrote a special Seeing the Sourlands just for this
issue of Sourland Journal);
• Working with other groups and individuals to oppose the PennEast Pipeline;
• Continuing work on the Deer Management program;
• Planning for the Sourland Music Festival in July and the Sourland Spectacular bicycling
event in September;
• Planning for our 30th Anniversary Celebration in 2016;
• Researching the environmental effects of the proposed changes at the Gibraltar Quarry;
• And, mounting a fund development plan that will ensure a sustainable, financial future.
Thanks to the generous donors celebrated in this Newsletter. Your support helps us fulfill our
mission to protect the ecological integrity, the historical resources and the special character of the
Sourlands.

2015 Promises a Rich Variety of Sourland Mountain-inspired Events
The Sourland Conservancy will host several exciting education and outreach events this spring,
summer, and fall. The season kicks off with Hiking in the Sourlands. This series of free, guided
hikes will explore many diverse topics such as vernal pools, wildflowers, spring bird migration,
forest dynamics and tree identification, Sourland geology, prose
and poetry, and butterflies. Many of these hikes will focus on
best practices for Sourland Stewards, the Conservancy’s new
stewardship program for Sourland residents.
The guided bus tour of the eastern portion of the Sourlands
in May will include a tour (inside and out) of the Lindbergh
Estate. The Sourland Music Festival (www.sourlandmusicfest.org) will be bigger and better than
ever this year, bringing together folks from all around our region to enjoy the beautiful music,
culture and community of the Mountain. The Sourland Spectacular cycling event (www.sourland.org/spectacular)will not disappoint cycling enthusiasts who love a challenge! Remember,
“It’s a hill, get over it.”
In the fall, the Train Station Series will educate and
inform participants on a range of topics including
African American History in the Sourlands, Sourland
Geology, redware potteries in the Sourlands, and poetry.
Please visit the Conservancy’s website for more information about Sourland hikes, bus tours and the
Train Station Series: www.sourland.org, call us at 609309-5155 or send an email to
info@sourland.org.
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Sourland Conservancy’s Current Advocacy Work
Currently, we are working to address these three
important issues:
Proposed PennEast Pipeline Project
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s
(FERC) Scoping Hearings for the PennEast
Pipeline are over, the transcripts of the meetings
are available and PennEast has sent its responses
to all of our comments to FERC.
For a transcript of the February 25, 2015 scoping hearing in West Trenton, visit the News / Hot
Topics page of our website, www.sourland.org.
Also available on this website page, is a copy of
PennEast’s responses to comments made at the
scoping hearings. These responses are vague and
general and do not address many specific concerns – such as vernal pools, compressor station
cumulative impacts, comments by various officials including Senator Bateman and Congressman Lance, Hopewell’s historic resources
comments, and more!
We urge you to submit comments related to
PennEast’s responses in writing to FERC at:
Kimberly Bose, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Office of the Secretary, 888 la Street,
NE, Washington, DC 20428 (Re: Docket PF151-000).
The Sourland Conservancy’s next steps are to
gather and provide you with information and updates about eminent domain, a rally to oppose the
pipeline project, a day to lobby legislatures in
Trenton and the next Delaware River Basin Commission meeting. Please sign up for our
eNewsletters at www.sourland.org, friend us on
Facebook, and visit the News / Hot Topics page
of our website for timely updates.
Gibraltar Quarry’s Major Site Plan
In December 2014, the Montgomery Township
Planning Board approved Gibraltar Quarry’s
major site plan application. The Sourland Conservancy has serious concerns about the Quarry’s
plans. In the month of February, the Sourland
Conservancy sent a letter expressing the concerns
described below to the NJ Department of Environmental Protection, Montgomery and Hillsborough Township officials, Senator Kip Batemen
and Assemblyman Jack Ciattarelli.
The Sourland Conservancy’s concerns regarding the Quarry application are as follows:
Concern #1: The dust collected from the
quarry’s rock-washing process will be collected
in the new retention basin. A chemical flocculent,
polyacrylamide, will be used to remove turbid
solids from the retention basin water and to clarify the processing water. Gibraltar Rock hired an
expert to testify that use of this flocculent is a safe
process - that polyacrylamide is non-toxic. However, there are studies that show that polyacrylamide breaks down into acrylamide under
certain conditions. Acrylamide is a known carcinogen. There was little time for review of this
site plan by the public, third party professionals, or environmental and land conservation
groups not affiliated with the Quarry or the
Township. The Quarry represented to Montgomery Township that NJDEP was reviewing
all plans for this process, including the use of
the flocculent, and that the Quarry would do
whatever NJDEP deemed necessary on all the
environmental issues. In fact, we have learned
that NJDEP is not reviewing the plans for this
application other than to determine the safety
of the distribution and sale of the solids pre-

cipitated out of the retention basin water by
the flocculent.
Concern #2: At this time there is no requirement for environmental testing to check run-off
water quality, ground-water quality, or air quality
(should any polyacrylamide dust become airborne). The new retention basin will be created
by blasting into a slope that is situated above
homes and a stream. This new retention basin
will be larger than five acres in surface and 16
feet deep. There will be no liner in the retention
basin. There is no overflow protection for the
environment. Process water from the retention basin will be allowed to flow onto adjacent
properties with no protection and directly infiltrate ground water, well water and streams.
At this time the Quarry has no plans to monitor or test. The Sourland Conservancy has
urged NJDEP to call for an end to all construction related to this site plan pending NJDEP
review of all environmental issues related to
the project.
Concern #3: The Montgomery Township Planning Board was told that construction would
begin on this Quarry project before the NJDEP,
or any other agencies’ approvals or permits were
received. The Sourland Conservancy questions
whether or not it is appropriate and/or legal to
begin construction before all approvals are issued. All construction related to this plan
should cease immediately, pending NJDEP review of all environmental issues related to the
project.
Concern #4: The Quarry did not apply to
NJDEP for a permit to build a dam, or submit the
plans for review by the Bureau of Dam Safety.
Only after the public asked for review, did the
Quarry agree to submit their plans to build a dam
to NJDEP. As a result of this review, NJDEP may
require a change in proposed plans for the location and use of the retention basin. The Sourland Conservancy has stated to NJDEP that no
construction or tree clearing should be done
(or should continue if it has already begun) before the NJDEP review of the basin plans is
completed.
Concern #5: The Quarry did not hire a company to do an independent environmental assessment for wetlands and endangered species. Over
317 trees will be removed to construct the retention basin thereby destroying habitat for native
plants and animals. Approximately 353 smaller
trees that are 2.5 to 3 inches in diameter will be
planted elsewhere on site. There is no provision
in the site plan to construct deer exclusion fencing, the planting of native species, and the planting of an understory – all of which are necessary
to successfully “reforest” the land.
The Sourland Conservancy has urged the
NJDEP to become involved with this site plan
by determining the safety of the use of polyacrylamide at the site, developing a plan to
monitor water quality in streams that will receive run off from the retention basin, develop
a plan to monitor the quality of groundwater
and well water off site, and require strict adherence, by the Quarry, to all laws regarding
the construction of a dam. All of this should be
done before the Quarry begins any construction; if construction has already begun, it
should cease immediately pending NJDEP’s
complete review of all aspects of the site plan.
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We have also requested that the NJDEP immediately inform the municipalities of Montgomery and Hillsborough of what exactly is
under its review regarding this project.
All concerned citizens of Montgomery Township and Hillsborough Township are urged to
contact their township officials regarding this
matter because the quality of our drinking
water and the health of our forests, streams
and wetlands are at great risk.
Deer Management
The Sourlands continue to be extremely vulnerable to the unchecked population of deer. While
our organization continues our efforts to expand
recreational hunting in the Sourlands we are also
working for the passage of a new state law permitting the commercial harvesting of deer. The
Sourland Conservancy’s Board of Trustees has
passed a resolution supporting A-3039, a bill permitting commercial deer hunting in New Jersey.
Please visit www.sourland.org, click on Projects,
then Commercial Deer Hunting Legislation for a
copy of the Resolution. Currently the Conservancy is contacting other environmental organizations in NJ in order to build a coalition in
support of the bill.
Landowners who would like to give hunters access to their land should visit www.hunterconnection.org for profiles of qualified and interested
hunters.
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THE POET’S CORNER

Seeing the Sourlands - Tulip Tree
By Jim Amon

A Sourlands Haiku Sequence
the sound of spring
in a bucket
falling
for her
salamander dance
wood thrush
his longing
just music
between a rock
and a hard place
showy orchis
holding council
the boulders remain
unmoved

This is the flower of the tulip tree, one of the most common trees
in the Sourland forest. It is a spectacular flower, making it obvious
why this tree is part of the magnolia family. Its outer petals are
green and yellow with a flare of orange at the base. Unfortunately
the flower is difficult to see because it blooms at the very top of
the tree in late May, after the tree’s leaves have come out. The
flower is such a good source of nectar for the bees that pollinate it
that sometimes it is referred to as the “honey tree.”
While many of the trees in the Sourland forest have multiple stems
or twists in their trunks as they have reached for the sun while they
were young—sassafras trees are the classic example of this—tulips
grow straight and tall. Really straight and really tall; they are the
tallest tree in the eastern American forest.
Trees employ different techniques for propagation. Beeches principally propagate by growing saplings from their shallow roots.
Oaks produce acorns that are often buried, and then sometimes forgotten, by squirrels. Maple seeds are attached to helicopter-like
samaras and are widely distributed by the wind. Tulip trees are
prodigious producers of seeds—a mature tree can produce up to
30,000 seeds every year for two to three hundred years—but they
usually cannot germinate in the low light of the forest. Tulip seeds
are also attached to a samara but the tulip samara is not as flight
worthy as that of the maple so the tulip seeds land near the tree. If
the seed lands where there is too much shade for a tulip seedling
to grow, or some other situation prevents germination, they can remain viable on the forest floor for up to seven years, waiting for
environmental conditions to change.
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About Jeff Hoagland
Jeff Hoagland, Education
Director of the Stony BrookMillstone Watershed Association, is a lifelong naturalist
with a passion for the wild.
He lives in Hopewell, at the
base of the Sourlands. Dedicating his personal and professional life to sharing the
natural world with others,
Jeff provides educational experiences that create a greater understanding of nature while
promoting a deeper relationship. He enjoys visiting National
Parks with his family but notes that his favorite places in the
universe are right here – the Delaware River, the Stony Brook,
The Watershed Nature Reserve, and the Sourlands.
Jeff is incurably biophilic and seeks the luminous in his immersions in the wild. This deep connection to the here and now
of nature is what drew him to haiku. While modern haiku no
longer adheres to the 5-7-5 syllable rule, it remains a onebreath poem focused on nature. Jeff’s haiku are regularly published in haiku journals such as Modern Haiku, The Heron’s
Nest, Acorn, Frogpond, bottle rockets, Mayfly and many others. He was featured in A New Resonance 7, as an emerging
voice in English language haiku.
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Eleanora Kolbert – Longtime Resident Shares Sourland Memories
Recently the New York Times published an article
and went into the pottery business in Perth Amboy.
about USPS plans to update the 1980’s model
His grandson, Eleanora’s father Merritt McAlinGrumman mail trucks which are still in use today.
den, met and married a young teacher, Ethel HolThey think adding anti-lock brakes and anti-skid
man, whose career, despite excellent reviews, had
surfaces will make the trucks safer- no argument
gotten off to a rocky start teaching in the Hopewell
there. But in the 1950’s delivering mail to Sourland
grammar school. She was informed in 1911 that
homes was quite a different matter. Lifetime area
the Board of Education did not want any Catholics
resident Eleanora Kolbert has vivid memories of her
teaching in their school and that they were letting
adventures doing just that.
her go, despite two successful years working there.
.
Fortuitously the local Catholic bishop intervened
Mrs. Kolbert is descended from families with deep
and got her a job in Perth Amboy where she met
Eleanora Kolbert
roots here. Her Irish-American great-grandparents
and married Merritt. The couple moved back to
Area resident since 1952
Maurice and Mary Green lived and raised their chilHopewell to the house on East Prospect Street where
dren on a peach farm in the Sourlands until lightning started a their daughter Eleanora grew up. Merritt served as Hopewell
fire which destroyed their entire house. Their daughter, Kathryn postmaster for years.
Green, Eleanora’s maternal grandmother, grew up on that peach
farm, one of the many such farms which thrived in the mountain Eleanora attended the Hopewell elementary school, still on
until a blight killed off the trees around the turn of the twentieth Princeton Avenue as it was then, which she remembers as being
century. She attended the Tidd School, which still exists, now quite well racially integrated. The black neighborhood on Coincorporated into a comfortable home on Mountain Church lumbia Avenue sent their children to the same Hopewell neighRoad. To save the children from a long walk to school, her great- borhood school at a time when Princeton schools were still
grandmother painted white blazes on the trees to make a short segregated. There was also another institution for children herecut for the children to walk safely back and forth through the St. Michael’s orphanage, a large gloomy brick Victorian edifice
Sourland woods to school. The one-room school had a potbellied with its own little cemetery for the boys and girls who died there.
woodstove between two rows of desks. Students would rotate Ethel Holman shared with her daughter stories about growing up
their chairs from time to time to keep all sides somewhat warm on the edge of the Sourlands. Ethel had attended school in the
during the cold winter days. The teacher, and the children as building most recently used as Hopewell Borough Municipal ofwell, used a slate chalkboard on which she wrote with a piece of fices, right behind today’s firehouse. As a very young girl Ethel
mineral that left white marks- Eleanora still has a stick of this got a Kodak “box camera.” Eleanora still has a treasured photomineral which looks nothing like the chalk used later in twenti- graph her mother took in 1905 at age thirteen of a couple Mandy
eth-century schools. On the “playground” a huge sloping boulder and Jake Wycoff, sitting on the porch of their house on Rileyville
was used for a slide, and when the brook froze in winter that be- Road, Jake clutching his beloved fiddle. She remembers her
came another slide for the children to use.
mother taking her and her siblings on an annual “May walk”
every year to teach them about wildlife and flowers in the mounEleanora’s maternal grandfather, John Holman, grew up in tain and the Hopewell Valley.
Clover Hill, where he and his bride Kathryn Green originally settled, eventually relocating to Hopewell Borough. John Holman She also remembers the Lindbergh kidnapping, which happened
was the “section foreman” for the
on her fourth birthday. Hopewell was
Hopewell section of the Reading Railcrowded with reporters and curious
road, with the responsibility of keeping
onlookers. Small airplanes flew back
the tracks safe. The most problematic
and forth carrying news photographs
stretch was a curve near what is now
to New York City newspapers. A proHopewell Golf Club. An important art of
posed visit from the Governor himself
periodic inspections was for the inspector
was eagerly anticipated but never mato place a glass of water upon a winterialized. Eleanora recalls hiking
dowsill in the train; if the water spilled
with her friends up Princeton Avenue
out going around that curve Mr. Holman
hill to the Mount Rose area where the
would have lots of work to do to fix the
Lindbergh baby’s body was found.
tracks to the inspector’s satisfaction.
So many people wanted to see the site
that a wide shoulder was constructed
On Eleanora’s father’s side her greatalong the road to allow sightseers to
grandfather came from Ireland in 1850
park safely.
Many and Jake Wyckoff-Sourland Residents
Circa 1930s
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Welcome to Sourland Conservancy’s New Trustees in 2015
Jim Amon
Jim Amon lives in Lambertville with his wife, Kathleen and their
dog--really her dog--Sally. For 29 years he was the Executive
Director of the D&R Canal Commission, planning for the development of the canal park and overseeing everything relating to
the park. As Executive Director he was on the board or served
as an advisor to 11 different environmental and historical nonprofits in central New Jersey, and was involved in the founding
of three of them. Prior to his position with the Canal Commission, Jim was an editor of scholarly books in history, anthropology and politics for the American office of the Oxford University
Press. After leaving the Canal Commission, Jim spent 9 years as
the Director of Stewardship for the D&R Greenway Land Trust,
overseeing the management of over one hundred properties and
about 4,000 acres. He continues to do volunteer stewardship for
the Greenway one or two mornings a week. Now retired, Jim designs and builds furniture, is an avid photographer and enjoys
gardening in his 30'x30' backyard.
Bob Cibulskis
Bob Cibulskis has lived in central New Jersey most of his life
and in the Sourlands for the past 14 years. He graduated from
Rutgers University in 1973 with a B.S. in Environmental Science.
Bob spent his 41 year professional career with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, first with EPA Region II, and last 33
as a charter member of the national USEPA Environmental Response Team. In this capacity, Bob had the opportunity to be involved in nearly every major environmental episode that occurred
in the US since the early 1980's. In addition to hazmat response,
Bob specialized in information systems, robotics, telemetry, video
production, and software design and development. He retired
from the federal government in Feb 2014. Bob and his wife Kathleen have two grown children and six grandchildren, and currently reside in Hillsborough. They are avid sailors, and also
enjoy kayaking, skiing, travel and appreciating the beauty of the
Sourlands.

Gery Juleff
Originally from Belfast, Northern Ireland, Gery spent 25 years
as a career diplomat in the British Foreign and Commonwealth
Office. He moved to Hopewell in 2012. Gery is now an independent representative for an energy company with a focus on
renewable energy. His interests are in environmental issues, including climate change and agricultural sustainability, and social
justice. Gery is also a host of Green Hour Radio, a weekly program on PANJ Radio that informs, educates, inspires and provokes on issues both local and global concerning the environment
and sustainability, including energy, the economy and business,
technology, food and farming, health and education.
Lisa MacCollum
Lisa has been with the New Jersey Conservation Foundation
since 1992, initially as a volunteer monitoring conservation easements. Now, Lisa is the Assistant Director of Land Acquisition.
Working with the Director of Land Acquisition and Stewardship,
responsible for coordinating seven statewide Regional Managers
in all aspects of the Conservation Foundation’s land acquisition
program. She is also responsible for negotiation and acquisition
of both fee and easement properties in various areas of the state,
mostly focused in the Sourland/Hopewell Valley Region. Before
the Conservation Foundation Lisa did an internship as a Resource
Specialist for the Morris County Soil Conservation District. She
served on the Hillsborough Township Open Space Committee
from 1999 through 2013. Lisa received my BS in Natural Resource Management at Cook College, Rutgers University. Lisa
lives in Hillsborough with her husband and daughter. Her hobbies
include hiking, biking, bird watching and healthy cooking.

2014 Revenue and Expenses
If you wish to view our complete financial information, the Independent Accountant’s Review Report on our 2014 Financial Statements and 2014 IRS Form 990 E-Z and NJ Charity Form CRI-300R are posted on our website at
http://sourland.org/about-us/financial-information/

Sourland Conservancy is a GuideStar Exchange Gold Participant. Visit www.guidestar.org for information about the
Conservancy’s programs, impact, finances, people and
more.
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Sourland Conservancy Donors in 2014
The Sourland Conservancy would like to express sincere appreciation to all of its donors! We are so grateful that you have chosen
to support the Conservancy’s mission to protect the ecological integrity, historical resources and special character of the Sourland
Mountain region. We could not do our important education and advocacy work without you!
Matching Gifts
Bristol Meyers Squibb
Doris Duke Foundation
Merck
Robert Wood Johnson
Grants
Watershed Institute
Hopewell Harvest Fair
NJDEP Fish & Wildlife Conserve Wildlife Matching Grant
$1,000 + (Robert Garrett Society)
John McGahren & Jennifer Bryson
Bradley Currey, Jr.
Peter Jewell & Fred Eisinger
Joanna & Clem Fiori
Stephanie Greene & Jim Heidere
Geraldine LaPlaca
Scott & Hella McVay
Sandy Simpson & Ken Misiak
Anne Swedlund
William Taylor
Barton Thompson
Peter & Robin Travers
1 Anonymous
$500 - $999
Cindy & Charles Clark
Robert & Mary Ellen Darretta
Deborah & Gary Gartenberg
Andrea Goodrich
Cathy & Frank Greek
Jane Buttars & Daniel A. Harris
Michael Heffler
Dinesh Jain
Gary Johnston
Jackson & Karen Lears
David & Elizabeth McGrail
C.A. Newman
Nelson Obus
Jamie Sapoch
Tom & Diane Seessel
W. Bryce Thompson
Robert N. Wilson
3 Anonymous
$100 - $499
Gregory Aloia
Amy Pearlmutter & Jim Andrews
Steven & Judy Bales
Cathy Schaeder & Eric Batterman
Jeffrey J. Berger
Marcevir Bernardo
Simcha Rudolph & Chris Berry
Esther Boone
J. Douglas & Susan Breen
Sean & Deirdre Buckley
Joe & Betty Cannon
Alantha Carter
Dorothy & John Cassimatis
Kathleen Cirioli & Robert Cibulskis
Kristina Clark
Barbara & Chris Cole
Peggy & Hugh Connolly
Peter & Karen Cooper
Peter & Susan Costas
Jennifer Curtis
The Cutler-Kreutz Family
Priscilla Damiani
Chip D'Angelo
Carroll David
Jeanne L. DeMoss
Susan D. & Patricia W. Dittmar-Willis
The Dobson Family Fund
Jill Dolan
Landis Eaton
Lynn & Thomas Ebeling
Anne & Antonio Elmaleh
Brenda Fallon
Gwen Farley
Gregory & Catherine Farrell
Marylou Ferrara
Daniel Fiori

Mary Furlong
Deborah & Russell Galen
Dr. David Goldberg
Bernadette Connaughton
& Michael Gray
George Mariasz & Susan Gulliford
Jean Harrington
Jane Buttars & Daniel A. Harris (In
Memory of William Earl Hubbard)
Peter Healey
John Hehir
Howard Hardy & Mary Sue Henifin
Scott Carpenter & Tristen Herrstrom
Martha Heywood
Donna Van Nessi & Roger Hotaling
Christian & Sharon Hughes
Connie & James Hughes
Bruce Daniels & Judy Hunt
John H. Jackson
Cindy & Markian Jaworsky
John Jegla
John & Doris Jengo
Judy Jengo
Clive Jenner
Jim Powers & Erica Johanson
Timothy Johnson
Susan Hockaday & Maitland Jones
Tim Jost
Curtis & Karen Kaine
Caroline & Kevin Katmann
Constance Katzenbach
Mark & Barbara-Jean Kennedy
Robert & Nan Keohane
Judith Graber & Paul Kuehnert
Jani Rachelson & David LaMotte
Ann Laughlin
Albert & Wen-Ling Yang Leung
Edward & Alexandra Leydon
Edward J. Linky, Esq.
Andrew & Anya Littauer
Bruce & Dot Lowenhaupt
Andrew Lowenstein
Marvin Mandelbaum & Jim Luce
Lisa MacCollum
David Mackey
Charles and Sharyn Magee
Marcia Maguire
David McAlpin
Jon & Robin McConaughy
Pamela McGovern
Bruce & Linda Meier
Beatrice Moore
Richard Moseley
Andrew Moss
David R. Mueller
Elise & Tom Murray
Suzanne Nash
Dale Gordon & Suzanne Ochse
Rakesh & Neeta Patel
Frances L. Preston
R. David Reynolds
Keith & Anita Richmond
Sarah Ringer
Lawrence Koplik & Sarah Roberts
Doug & Mary Rooney
Mark & Dawn Rosso
Ron Rothman
Robert Russo
Melissa & Jeffrey Salton
Lori & Dan Saporito
A. Mann & Gaile Sarma
Anne Ambrosio & Erik Sieverding
Ed & Meg Silverman
William & Linda Sinclair
Chris & Jim Sturm
Randy & Germaine Tartacoff
Donald & Ethel Terhune
Kim Kleasen & Glenn Thomas
Christopher & Evan Thomas
Amie Thornton
Lee C. and Melinda Varian
Richard Varn
Jeffrey D. Vernam
Tom Mason & Emily Vickers

David Voorhees
Dave & Chiz Walter
Louise & Cliff Wilson
Warren & Sara Wilson
29 Anonymous
Other Donors
David & Adrienne Ackerman
Eric Allender
Dennis & Melissa Alvarez
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Sourland Cuisine: Grilled Venison Backstrap
Recipe submitted by Laurie Cleveland (Hopewell resident and Sourland Conservancy staff member)
Prep Time: 25 Minutes
Cook Time: 20 Minutes
Ready In: 5 Hours 15 Minutes
Servings: 4
“Tender chunks of venison are marinated twice, and wrapped in thick bacon before being grilled
until crispy on the outside. A venison version of filet mignon. This is a heavenly use of the best
part of a deer. For the BBQ sauce, I prefer hickory flavored.” (Allrecipes.com)

Welcome to our new Executive
Assistant, Laurie Cleveland.
Laurie has lived on the Sourland
Mountain just outside Hopewell
Borough for over 20 years. The
Clevelands are careful stewards
of their property, removing invasive species and planting natives. This summer, they’ll be
creating a meadow in their yard.
Follow their progress on the
Sourland Stewards Facebook
page.

Ingredients:
2 pounds venison backstrap, cut into 2-inch chunks
1 quart apple cider
1 ½ pounds thick sliced bacon
2 (12 ounce) bottles barbecue sauce, your choice
Directions:
1. Place chunks of venison into a shallow baking dish, and pour enough apple cider in to cover
them. Cover, and refrigerate for 2 hours Remove, and pat dry. Discard apple cider, and return venison to the dish. Pour barbecue sauce over the chunks, cover, and refrigerate for 2 to 3 more hours.
2. Preheat an outdoor grill for high heat. Remove meat from the refrigerator and let stand for 30
minutes, or until no longer chilled. Wrap each chunk of venison in a slice of bacon and secure
with toothpicks.
3. Brush the grill grate with olive oil when hot, and place venison pieces on the grill so they are
not touching The bacon will kick up some flames so be ready. Grill, turning occasionally, until the
bacon becomes slightly burnt, 15 to 20 minutes. The slower the better.
4. Dig in, and prepare to want more!

